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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

Showing method is the method used to analyze the characterizations of the 

characters in “Ma” movie script by the Tate Taylor. It is evident in the 

characterization of Sue Ann (Ma) that she is weird, stalker and thief. Maggie is an 

obedient, jealously and kind. Haley is Maggie's friend, she is garrulous, reckless 

and like to talk harsly. Sue Ann is a character who will prove the characterization 

in the extrinsic part of this film script. 

Plot is used to analyze this movie script, consisting of: exposition, rising 

action, climax, falling action and resolution. The plot analysis describes the 

beginning of events in Sue Ann's past, then a problem arises, namely the occurrence 

of several problems that occur between Sue Ann and the other characters, after that 

a conflict culminates which causes Sue Ann to takes revenge, then the conflict 

begins to subside, which finally describes the final situation of the tragedy. 

Settings are also used to analyze this movie script, consisting of I used two 

settings to analyze the script of this film. First, Setting as Background, The main 

background setting for this film is the Basement. This basement is in Sue Ann's 

house, and is often used as a place for teenagers to party and a place where Sue Ann 

takes her revenge. Second, Setting as Antagonist, In this setting as antagonist, I 

present the past events experienced by Sue Ann who was bullied by her school 

friends, popular teenagers at school. 

The concept of literary psychology used in this research is revenge in the 

form of emotional classification, namely hatred and sadness. Here, it shows the 

cause of revenge carried out by Sue Ann, namely in the past she experienced 

bullying by popular teenagers. It also shows her motives and description of her 

taking revenge, her motives for taking revenge because she has harbored feelings 

of hatred and sadness that she has endured for a long time and then that feeling turns 

into revenge, she takes revenge against her friends in the past and also the children 

of her friends to show the bullies how hated and sad she was at that time and so that 

they felt it. 
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Based on the discussions that have been described in chapter previously, it 

can be concluded that revenge arises because of a very deep sense of sadness and 

hatred which can no longer be held back and results in revenge actions.  

I conclude that revenge in this film is depicted by a woman who is a teenager 

who is not very popular at her school, Sue Ann, who is bullied by popular teenagers. 

As a result of this, Sue Ann became vengeful and took revenge against popular 

teenagers who behaved badly and also against her old school friends, and took it 

out on her friends' children. 

For me bullying behavior is a negative thing, not very good. Bullying 

behavior will have a bad effect on the victim which makes the victim hurt, sad and 

has hatred that becomes revenge. Not only victims who experience bad things 

because of bullying, but perpetrators will also experience bad things that can result 

in themselves getting hurt because the victim vents his anger or takes revenge 

against the perpetrator of the bully. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


